x and prime to A; P(x, A)=x^(A, A)A_1-^(x, A); bim, A), B(v, A) denote functions, to be defined in the context, of the integral variables involved; tpiy) and qiy) denote the functions defined on page 100 of my paper1 entitled PAe number of integers gx and free of prime divisors >xc, and a problem of S. S. Pillai; 7r(f, A, x) denotes the number of primes less than or equal to x in A(l,v, A); Piv, A, x) = Eî>âz,î>=f(modt) P~\ P denoting a prime number; ñ(v, A) denotes the least positive integer satisfying nñiv,k) = v mod A for («, A) = 1.
[We note that | P(x, A)| <^(A, A).]
Buchstab2 has proved the result
The object of this note is to prove the following considerable improvements on this result: (2) We replace Lemma 6 of Theorem A' by the result (i) above of this theorem. To prove this latter, we observe that on account of the unique factorisation theorem, we have, for 1/2 =c= 1, Andhra University
